Dear fellow activists,
as you have probably heard by now, there will be a (hopefully) large no border-camp taking place in
Cologne from the 13th to the 22nd of July 2012. The camp is meant to be a space for us to
exchange ideas and to make connections. We also want to encourage antiracist debates and
activism. The camp depends on the active participation of many people, bringing in ideas or
organising events.
We, as part of the group coordinating the camp's preparation, would like to start composing the
programme for the camp within the next weeks. Could you imagine giving a talk or a workshop
in Cologne (alone or as a group)? Do you have any ideas for actions you would like to plan and
announce beforehand? Do you know someone we should invite to the camp? If you do,
please write an e-mail to choreo-nbc@riseup.net! Below this text you'll find an overview of the
main topics the camp will be concerned with.
To be able to plan properly we'd ask you to provide us with precise information about your event or
action. Therefore we made a little 'questionnaire' which is attached to this email. Please don't
hesitate to contact us, if you feel uncertain about anything.
Also attached you find the PGP-key to our e-mail address. You can also inform us about ideas for
actions that shouldn't be announced in the camp programme, but should still be considered in the
preparations.
All the best,
your Choreo-Crew
P.S. Please foward this to anyone who might be interested!
Topics to be discussed:
•

Deportation (especially collective deportations from Düsseldorf Airport), detention centres

•
•

External borders of the EU/Frontex
Internal borders / racist police violence, stop-and-search harassment

•
•
•

Everyday racism/racist societal racism, anti-Islamic racism
Antiziganism
Antifacism

•
•
•
•

Living conditions of refugees/asylum law/camps
Life in illegality/illegalisation
self-organisation of refugees and migrants, migrant strikes
Backgrounds of migration and flight, colonialism and landgrabbing

•

Critical Whiteness

